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Governments Admit Geoengineering/Weather

Modification is Live — Was Dorian Manipulated?


Despite fact that programs are public, Deep State and Democrats

want coverage outlawed


Infowars.com - September 7, 2019


Governments Admit             Geoengineering/Weather Modification is Live — Was Dorian             Manipulated?


Alex Jones explains how the Deep State and mainstream media are quick to blame


hurricanes on the American people under the guise of “man-made climate change,” but


don’t want the real secret to get out, which is that weather modification and geoengineering


projects are already underway.


For example, in 2016 former CIA director John Brennan gave a lecture detailing the


government’s plan to “fight climate change” using geoengineering tools like chemtrails,


AKA “stratospheric aerosol injection.”


See video below:


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHaMhMlvP1M


And it was reported today that a Bill Gates-funded weather project was launched to further


https://www.infowars.com/governments-admit-geoengineering-weather-modification-is-live-was-dorian-manipulated/
https://www.intellihub.com/cia-director-discusses-geoengineering-at-cfr-event/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHaMhMlvP1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHaMhMlvP1M


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHaMhMlvP1M


And it was reported today that a Bill Gates-funded weather project was launched to further


fight “global warming” using “thousands of planes” that “would fly at high altitudes,


spraying millions of tons of particles around the planet to create a massive chemical cloud


that would cool the surface.”


Hurricane Dorian’s erratic trajectory had some wondering whether weather modification was


used to alter its path.


Here was Dorian’s projected path showing it barreling straight into Florida.


But only a few days later, instead of making landfall in Florida as predicted, Dorian’s


projected path abruptly shifted north, where it crawled along the East Coast of the U.S.


https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/07/bill-gates-funded-solar-geoengineering-could-help-stop-global-warming.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHaMhMlvP1M


In the video below, from an interview from 2012, veteran weather modification expert Ben


Livingston explained to Alex Jones the science and politics behind geoengineering and


cloud seeding that’s been in the works for over 40 years.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zI5xIESMAUs
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